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* The first dedicated content offering from Monstercat and Psyonix since before the Insane
Championship League (ICL) * 8 new tracks * 10 unique vehicles * Extra billboards *

Blockhead bumper * 5 new mechanics * 3 new game modes * No item swapping * No Pay to
Win * Everything available at retail, for free for everyone. ========== 1. Introduction

Bounty Hunter: Stampede is a free content update for Rocket League that will take place on
the PlayStation 4 system and the Xbox One system. Prior to release, the update will include
8 new tracks, 10 unique vehicles, Extra billboards, Blockhead bumper, 5 new mechanics, 3
new game modes, and a brand new Co-Op mode, bringing the total content to date to 13

map packs and over 90 vehicles. For more information, please visit: 2. Upcoming
Map/Vehicle Additions Rocket League's genre-defining arcade-style action sports game is

back, bigger and better than ever with the addition of a brand-new map, premium vehicle,
and game mode for PlayStation 4 and Xbox One. 2.1. The Glory Road Map Not to be

confused with THE ROAD, a new map is on the way! The Glory Road is a brand new track
that was inspired by the Orange Box content from Petroglyph Games. Featuring a mix of
straight-forward racing, awesome elevation changes, and some very tricky corners, you'll

have to use all of your strength to master The Glory Road and place in the top five.
Inspiration behind the track: "Having not been involved with Rocket League for a while, I
was moved to get back into it by the work I was doing with Petroglyph Games and was

asked to follow up the Orange Box. It was great working with so many of the original guys
from that time and so much of the track has remained the same. The heavy use of the

analogue stick in most of the track is pretty standard as is the sequence of events of the
tracks which started with the cargo and moving out. There is a bit of progression in the
layout of The Glory Road, however, as it started as a set of straight-forward corners and

then the area around the lift hill started to resemble a full on power slide before we realised
the dimensions were a bit too big and a few corners were needed. We basically took four

No Plan B Features Key:
EASY ONLINE PLAY

VANE A MINE, FINISH THE GAME
UNLOCK GUARDIAN

GIVE GAME ANOTHER DIGITS REVIEW

Wrecking Shots, this is Tough Story: Big Hell App
developer.
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